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etc	and is in Khmer and in   Stieng,  under  the forms
dorn [torn'],  torn,  a  real  name   which means " trunk of a
tree, principle, origin."
sanskrit maknta-> mukuta.
As soon as we admit that in certain words the exis-
tence of prefix ma- had probably the augmentative value
and was susceptible to take the form mu- we can try
to analyse in the-same way -other Indo-Aryan words
suspected to have been borrowed from the Austro-Asiatic
languages. It will be seen later on that makuta-, mukuta-
" diadem " contain the same prefix ma-^ mu-. Murala,
the oame of a fish is also the name of a people (Katha-
saritsagara^ 19, 96), which has been assimilated to Kerala
(Diet, of Saint-Petersburg under-murala) • besides Murala
or Murandala, is the name of a river in the country of
Kerala. We have here a play of suffixes and infixes which
denotes an Austro-Asiatic origin. From kerala- one
passes to murala by a substitution of the prefix win- for
ke- and murandala is derived from murala by the infixation
of ?id, a double infix frequent in the Austro-Asiatic lan-
guages. In supposing that ma-y mu- has here too the
augmentative value it can be understood why this prefix
has been used for designating a river, a people or au im-
portant tribe and the fish eponymous with this tribe. One
may be even tempted to explain in the same way Vedic
»zarz^,name of wind, of the wind-gods and of the tempest,
of which no satisfactory explanation has as yet been given.
If the peacock *marult(a) is " the bird that cries," could
not the wind and the Maruts be called " those who cry "
or the (' roarers " ? In one of the Sakai dialects (Malay
peninsula) parug is the word for wind with which one
may compare, in the same region, ru " roar " (like a tiger)

